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from light to intelligent
pixels
A Manual on Digital Video Surveillance
and AI applications

by Vlado Damjanovski
The definitive digital video surveillance reference resource that
provides an understanding of:
• Limitations of the various transmission
media in terms of distances and bandwidth
(fibre-optics, Cat cables, Wi-Fi);
• Why AI deep recognition algorithms are
now popular in modern video analytics;
• The use of formulas to plan required HDD
storage for the desired length of recording;
• What ONVIF is and how to use various
network commands to discover IP devices;
• The correct microSD card to use for your
camera edge recording;
• How to setup your camera electronic
exposure for the best picture of moving
objects;

• Why the size of the pixels matters more
than simply their number;
• The process of designing an IP VSS
system, from talking and listening to your
customers, through to design consideration
and the process of drawing, installing,
commissioning and training;
• How to use the illustrated examples from
the book to verify if your cameras satisfy
the tender requirements (pixel density,
angle of coverage etc);
• The new AS 62676 standards;
• How to use a modern test chart and
analyse key camera specifications such as
resolution and minimum illumination;
• New image and video compressions.
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Available in digital
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from light to intelligent pixels
The definitive reference
for digital video surveillance and AI applications

A comprehensive 689 page manual covering digital video
surveillance and AI applications, including:
Units of measurement
Light
Optics in CCTV
Television
CCTV cameras
Displays

Recognising objects
Digital CCTV
Video management
systems
Video content analytics
and AI
Transmission media

Networking in IP CCTV
Auxiliary equipment in
CCTV
System design
The new IP VSS Standards
Test chart for objective
analysis

About the author
With over 38 years of professional experience, Vlado
Damjanovski is one of the world’s foremost experts and
authorities on CCTV and IP VSS. He is an author, inventor,
lecturer, App designer and imaging specialist based in
Australia, and he is well known to the International CCTV
industry. As a consultant, he has designed and
commissioned numerous pioneering CCTV systems
around Australia and overseas.

About the publisher
Established in 1969, the Australian Security Industry
Association Ltd (ASIAL) is the peak body for security
professionals in Australia.

To purchase a copy of 'from light to intelligent pixels',
go to the ASIAL Shop.
Keep updated at asial.com.au/vss.
ASIAL members are eligible to receive a discount.
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